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Abstract—.

This note addresses the problem of measuring the surface current
ties on conducting surfaces. If the surface current density on one
is of interest, a sensing loop on the side of interest can yield
ate results. Also two loops, one on each side can qive individual

surface current densities on both sides, while the total-current density
equal to the sum of the surface current densities on the two sides can
be msasured by differencing the outputs of the two loops. However, in
certain applications, the total-surface-current-density measurement is
more easily performed by a single aperture. Some versions of such an
aperture are discussed here.
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I. Introduction

In various electromagnetic applications, there exists a need

for the measurement of surface current densities. Traditionally,

such measurements are made with the use of sensing loops.

The voltage induced in the loop which is the negative line

integral of the electric field is proportional to the time rate

of change of the magnetic flux. The tangential magnetic field

RI at a perf-e-ctlyconducting surface S, as shown in figure 1.1

is easily related to the surface current density ~ according

as ‘1

Ts x ill = 3- ,ij= -1. x 3
1 ‘1 51 ‘1

(1.1)

where Is is the unit normal pointing away from the side of
1

interest denoted by subscript 1. This has successfully been

implemented in the past [1,2 and8], and several magnetic f-ield

sensors with varying sensitivities have been fabricated and widely

used.

Note that in figure 1.1, the tangential magnetic field on the

other side (s’ide2) is of no interest and does not influence the

measurement on side 1. The integration contour Cl for the

electric field or the “loop” is indicated in figure 1.1 and the

measured voltage V(t) is given by

(1.2)

where ~1 is the electric field, @m is the total magnetic flux,

x
Qqg

is the equivalent area of the loop and El is the magnetic

flux density related to the tangential magnetic field via



——

T+

i -1c%
integration

F- x. <path for the perfectly conducting
●# % electric field surface .S

●

/

xeq aJk

Fighre 1.1 Measurement of surface magnetic fields with loops.

perfectly conducting

Figure 1.2 Measurement of surface magnetic fields with apertures.
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(1.3)

\,vitt p
o

= permeability of the assumed free space medium. In

general, the actual loop design is more complex than a simple contour,

involving hemi-cylinders and elaborate signal combining networks [1].

In terms of the surface current density we can use (1.1) to define

(1.4)

+
where aJQ is an equivalent area related to the surface current

density via

=
[ ] [7 &3s (t)]POTS XiJ “ x

lJ?, ‘1 1

or

t

:J .3=; J VL(t’)dt’
A ‘1 o -m

(1.5)

(1.6)

When there is magnetic field on oIIlyone side of the surface,

an alternate way to measure the surface current density on that side

is to use an aperture as the one generically shown in figure 1.2.

In this measurement, the magnetic field on the side of interest is

partially allowed to penetrate to the other side as indicated,

5



The measured quantity here is the open circuit voltage Voc(t)

given by

(1.7)

‘“a

where the contour Ca is indicated in figure 1.2. As before,

in terms of the surface current density, we can use (1.1) to define

x = -Ts x 3Jeqa 1 a

where ~J is an equivalent area related to the surface current
@

density v;a

=
[ 1 b x &lls (t)]po$ X3J “

la ‘1 1

or

t

;J J’●+(t)=: - Voc(t’)dtt
a 1 0 .0

(1.9)

(1.10)



o This formally completes the description of two procedures of

measuring the current density on one side of the surface, using a

single loop or an aperture,

In contrast with the above, if the total current density ~s

is quantity of interest, it is defined by the sum of individual

current densities as

3Jt) = 3s (t) + 3#)
1

It is now observed that, in terms of the current

sides produce signals that add while the signals

to the magnetic fields oppose each other, as may

and noting

(1.11)

densities both

produced corresponding

be seen from (1.1)

(1.12)

[demay now consider three possible measurement schemes for

measuring the total surface current density ~s(t) as shown in

figures l,3a, b and c. In all three figures, a single aperture

is shown with integration path Ca and the open circuit voltage

is proportional to the time derivative of the net or total current

density. In figure 1.3a, one loop is shown and the voltage around

this path vanishes, if ~ =3 This is seen by noting that
‘2 ‘1”

il and ~2 are then equal and oppositely directed, including

equal distortion by the aperture. Then for a loop symmetrically

positioned with respect to the conducting surface, the fluxes due

to ?iIand ~2 cancel, giving no output. This indicates that the

total current density measurement is unfeasible if we employ a

single loop symmetrically positioned with respect to the conducting

surface.

. .
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1Oop
~1

‘1

conducting
surface S

L

(a) use of single aperture (feasible) and a single
loop (unfeasible)

/ loop(s) } ‘s.

~ CEL-A
I

-aperture ;
1t k /

W, Ca

{:
. .’.-. .

I r‘T; conducting

i
‘2+- surface S

‘2

(b) use of single aperture and two loops (or one
‘figure eight’ loop)

(c) use of a single aperture; detailed view

,

ng
s

Figure 1.3 Measurement of total current density,
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Such a measurement is possible if on-euses two loops or one

loop in the shape of a “figure 8“, as shown in figure 1.3b.

However, it is more easily done with a single aperture is illustrated

in figure 1.3c, because of the ease of its fabrication. The governing

equation for the aperture in figure 1.3c is

t
+

aJa “ (3s1 +3)=;
J

Voc(t’)dt’
‘2 o -m

(1.13)

Note that the sum of the surface current densities is a vector sum

and the case of currents flowing in opposite directions on the two

sides of the conducting surface is consistent with the above expression.

Some versions of such an aperture useful in measuring the total surface

current density are investigated in this note.

A remark about the use of subscripts in this note is made to

clarify the principal symbols. These subscripts include eq for

equivalent, a for aperture, J for surface current density, d for

disk, oc for open circuit, sc for short circuit, inc for incident

and scat for scattered.

Some comnents about the organization

before concluding this introductory sect’

of this note are in order

on. In Sect”on II, aperture

with the dualmeasurement of the surface current density is comparef

measurement of the normal displacement current density. In Section

III, the Babinet principle for the electromagnetic fields is reviewed

while relating aperture problems to disk problems, leading to com-

plementary antennas. Section IV considers self-complementaryantennas.

In Sections V and VI, two examples of apertures for measuring net

surface current desnity are discussed. Section VII contains a surmnary

and is followed by a list of references.

9
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II. Aperture Measurement of Surface Current Density Compared to
Disk Measurement of Normal Displacement Current Density

In this section, we consider the problem of measuring the time

rate of change of the surf-acecurren~ density ~s using an aperture,
●

and an analogous measurement of ~ normal to a complementary disk

as indicated in figures 2.1 and 2.2. With reference to figure 2.1,

the open circuit voltage ioc and the short circuit current
a

YSc are related through the aperture impedance Za(= sLa as s+())
a

as given by

= sLa ~sc (at low frequencies)
a

In time domain

33
Voc (t) = La ~ = La$ o #

a a

(2.1)

(2.2)

where ~J is the equivalent length of the aperture. Note that

equivalent areas and lengths are related through the common formula [1]

(2.3)

Similarly for the analogous measurement of the normal component

of displacement current, the sensor geometry is shown in figure 2.;

It consists of a conducting disk sensing element centered in a

circular aperture in a conducting ground plane [2,3, and 4]. Here

the disk has a capacitance Cdisk (as s + O) and the relations”

of the sensor outputs are

isc = ?d Ioc = i
d d “disk Ocd

10

.

ps

(2.4)
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●

conducting
surface S

Figure 2.1. Measurement of js with an aperture.
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dVoc

I~c (t) = Cdi~k -&
d

= ab
- ‘eqd “n

= x a?
‘Soeq”m

I at=
- Cdisk eqa ● %$

(2.5)

One can see the analogy in the two measurements, by comparing (2.5)

and (2.2). In a manner similar to (2.3) of the aperture, we have

for the disk sensor

I— ‘o ~
eqd = Cdisk ‘qd

In concluding this section, certain

First, note that these two measurements

pair in a Babinet sense, since the disk

not a Babinet complement of an aperture

However, the two measurements described

(2.6)

observations are in order.

do not form a complementary

in a conducting plane is

in a conducting plane.

above are dual in the sense

of measuring dual electromagnetic parameters [1].

.
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III. Rev ew of Babinet’s

The Babinet principle

equations, i.e. the roles

reversed in complementary

in frequency domain, when

magnetic) are present are

:
vxi=-sld*i-3m

—

Principle

is based on the dual nature of Maxwell’s

of electric and magnetic fields are

boundary value problems. Maxwell’s equations

charges and currents (both electric and

given by [5],

and the continuity equations are given by

v ● ii = -s6m m

(3.la)

(3.lb)

(3.lC)

(3.ld)

(3.le)

(3.lf)

where the various quantities have th~ir usual significance,while

noting that s is the complex frequency = o + jw and the propagation

constant is given by

Y = s/c (3,2)

with c = speed of light in the general medium.

Now consider the problem of an aperture in a perfectly conducting

surface in a free space medium as shown in figure 3.1. For the
*

assumed free space medium, s
+

and P reduce to E. and MO and

the fields, currents and charges are denoted by

_13
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Y

Figure 3.1 An aperture in a perfectly conducting plane.

x

Figure 3.2 The complerwntarydisk.

1
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M,i, im,b,bm
*

The complementary boundary value problem [5 and 6] is indicated in

figure 3.2 by interchanging apertures and conductors. So the assumed

unloaded aperture in a perfectly conducting surface becomes a complementary

screen problem, Let the fields, currents and charges in the complementary

problem be denoted by primed quantities

Using the duality of Maxwell’s equations, one may show the

following relationships between the symmetric parts [5] of the electro-

magnetic quantities of the two problems. (Note that the scattered fields

are purely symmetric.)

2’= Zofi or (3.3a)

ii’ =+i or i =-zoi’ (3.3b)
o

~1= +im or 3M = Z. 3 (3.3C)
o

-1

Pm = -Z. ~

or

or

or

Dm= Z. 6’

(3.3d)

(3.3e)

(3.3f)

In addition to the above, potentials, impedances, admittances

and boundary conditions transform in a similar manner. The trans-

formation of boundary conditions implies that if tangential components

of ~ are specified, the tangential components of H’ are inmlediately

known and likewise for the normal components as well. This formally

completes a statement of the Babinet principle and it is noted that
the Babinet principle can also be generalized to loaded apertures [5].



!-iemay consider some characteristicequivalence between an

aperture and its Babinet complement when both are used as antennas

as indicated in figure 3.3. For the aperture, an integration

contour Ca for the electric field is indicated resulting in a

wasut-ed voltage V
Oca given by

v
Oc

(t) = -f ~a.d~
a Ca

(3.4)

disk, if we integrate the tots?

~ which circles the disk, we have

Similarly, for the complementary

magnetic field along the path C
b

IsCd(t) =

t

?i;ot● d~ =
+

~;c ● dl

d cd

(3.5)

Observe that the above quantities of measurement are also related

to the corresponding field quantities as

La

(for ts, = U)
2

all.
Zpo Aeq ● +

a

Isc (t) = IJ ● Ilinc(t)

a a

o

(3.6)
-,.

(using (1.4))

(3.7)



41s,

tial)

a) An aperture antenna

t
-i s.

Il!’jnc (tangential)

b) The complementary disk antenna

Figure 3.3. Complementary pair of an aperture and a disk
used as antennas.
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and for the disk

‘d

(3.8)

(3.9)

Furthermore, Isc (t) can be related to Voc (t) as follows
d a

IsCd(t) $
cd

i

We also have from tiheBabinet prjnciple 15],

where

?a aperture impedance
Voc(s)

isca(s)
a

sLa

Vocal(s)

= disk impedance = 1

~scd(s) = “disk

as

as

(3.10)

(3.11)

S+o

(3.12)

s+~

18



and (3.3a and b) apply in relating the fields in the two problems.

In the frequency domain (3.6) to (3.9) become

i-oc(s) = 2slloIeq “ iinc
a a

isc (s) = IJ ● iinc
a a

and

iocd(s) = -1
‘qd

● i;nc

Yscd(s) = -ss 1
0 eqd ● i!1nc

with an assumed free space medium.

But (3.10) in frequency domain

iscd(s) = ~ Voc (s)
o a

or

as s+O

(3.13)

as s+O

(3.14)

also implies

(3.15)

-s& x “ t;nc = > (2spo) Io eqd eqa“ Binc
o

(3.16)

Now

Aeqa“ R.lnc = Xeq ● R,cat
a Sc

(3.17)

i.e. the tangential components of incident and scattered magnetic

field are the same on a shorted aperture. Since ~scat is symmetric,

we have Sc



A “ ITcat = +- x ● Pateqa Sc o eqa Sc
(3.18)

but the boundary condition that tangential ~ on a shorted aperture

be zero, gives

R ●t;cat = -Aeq .-t!eq
a Sc a ?nc

Combining the above

K ●F! =-4Z71 ●7I
‘qd Inc o eqa inc

= 4xeq ● E;nc
a

or since 1’inc is general

ii eqd = 4Aeq
a

Using (2.3) and (2.6), (3.21) may be written as

or

which leads to

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3,21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

if we use the low frequency asymptotic form of (3.11).

20
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Hence, knowing the equivalent areas and lengths for a disk,

we also have directly the same parameters for the complementary

aperture.

It is also observed that a practical realization of the complementary

pair of antennas of figure 3.3 is indicated in figures 3.4 and 3.5.

In both these figures terminal pairs are indicated where actual

measurements of open-circuit and short-circuit parameters are made.

In the case of the aperture, the measurement scheme involves a strip

(or “flat” wire) whereas for the disk there is a corresponding gap.

Such are the compromises needed in the practical implementation of

electromagnetic concepts. If, however, the strip (or wire) is very

narrow it will make no significant correction to ~J , but does have
a

a more significant effect on La and hence on ~J .
.a

21



Figure 3.4. Practical realization of an aperture antenna in an
infinite perfectly conducting plane.

Figure 3.5. Practical realization of the complementarydisk antenna.

22



IV. Self-ComplementaryAntennas

The self complementary antenna is defined as one which upon

rotation in its plane by some angle (n/n where n is an integer)

produces the complerwsntaryantenna. (This implies that rotation

by twice this angle would preserve the geometry of the antenna.)

An example is a flat 45-degree angle cone shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.l(a) shows a flat 45-degree angle cone, whose complement

is indicated in figure 4.l(b). The complementary antenna is

obtained simply by interchanging apertures and conductors, It is

also noted that a rotation of the antenna in figure 4.l(a) by 7r/2

also produces the complementary antenna. This is an example of a

self-complementaryantenna where the integer n above is 2.

The main feature of a self-complementaryantenna is that its

impedance is given by one half of the characteristic impedance of

the medium. For example, if the 45-degree flat cone is surrounded

by free space medium, its impedance will be Zo/2 ~ 188.49 Q.

This performance feature can simplif~~the design considerations in

certain sensing or measurement applications.

There are various other shapes and loadings of self-complementary

antennas [5,7], which are useful in applications requiring antenna

impedances that are frequency independent over a fairly wide band.

23 —.
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c

a) Flat conical antenna b) Complementary flat conical antenna

c) After rotation by m/2

Figure 4.1. Self-complementaryflat conical antenna.
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v. Complementary Bow-Tie Antenna

It was shown in Section I that an aperture in a conducting

surface is adequate to measure the total or net surface current

density on the surface which equals the sum of the two current

densities on the two sides of the surface. In this section, one

such aperture in the shape of a bow-tie is investigated. Although

less accurate than an elliptically shaped aperture for instance,

the bow-tie aperture has its advantage “

discussed below.

At the outset, the impedance of the

antenna is easily related to the pulse “

n terms of speed, as

complementary bow-tie

mpedance of the conical

antenna of figure 5.1. The complementary bow tie is shown in

figure 5.2.

The pulse impedance of the conical antenna is available

[8, 91 and is given by

Zc=fz go

where fg is a dimensionless geometric constant given by

f= K(m)
9 V

with

m= (1 - ml) ()= tan4 >

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)



.1

r,:,



and K(m) and K(ml) denote the complete elliptic integrals

of the first kind. It is noted that some limiting forms are

available [8] for special values of the angles as follows.

For eo<<l, i.e. Bh close to

f ‘i-rN
9 e

[ ()]41m2cot#

‘a

For e. close to (i-i/2), i.e.

f + M

[1

16=
9

1- ()
tan4 ‘o

-T

r

(n/2) or m<<l ,

@h<<l or ml<<l ,

.

+ kn

[[ }

16=

1- 4sin(6h)
1-

Cos(eh) -

(5.4)

(5.5)

Graphs and tables of f for varying values of 60 or @h are

readily computed using ;he exact expressions (5.1) to (5.3) and they

are available, if needed in [8 and 91.

Next we turn our attention to the input capacitance of the

conical antenna, from which the inductance of the complementary

bow tie iseasily derived using the Babinet principle. This input



capacitance c1 of the conical antenna is given by

transit time . _!_ = ~ .
CCL

CIE-ZC Czc Cf zgo T
9

(5.6)

with c = speed of light in free space

Z. = characteristic impedance of free space

L = slant length of the conical antenna

Therefore, the input impedance ‘1 of the conical antenna is then

1
Cf zffo=fg

zl=q’ Yr S&ok
(5.7)

By invoking the Babinet principle reviewed in an earlier

section, the inductive input impedance of the complementary

bow-tie antenna Z2 of figure 5.2 is given by

~z

‘2 = ‘La ()‘*F
(5.8)

Inserting the expression for ‘1
from (5.8), we have

Z2

()La = Cl ~
(5.9)

z2&A
= .++ . :.;

9 9

28
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The above expressions for f
9’ c1 and La are simple and

useful in designing the complementary bow-tie antennas for net

surface current density measurements, Let us illustrate two

example designs, one for which the pulse impedance = 50 0

and the other being a special case of self-complementarybow-tie

antenna with 60 = 0 = 45 degrees.
h

A. Complementary Bow-Tie Antenna with Pulse Impedance = 50 Q

If the pulse impedance is taken to be 50 Q, we have a

situation where 6.<<1 corresponding to m<<l and the limiting

form of (5.5) becomes applicable and therefore,

f
9

~ (50/376.99) ~ 0.133

Solving (3.11) for O., we get

60 = 0.624 degrees and = 89.376 degrees
‘h

The conical antenna, then has the following design

(5.10)

(5.11)

parameters.

c1 = capacitance = (Eo~/fg)

(5.12)

Ci = capacitance per unit slant length = (C1/L) = (solfg) =66.48pF/m

Using the earlier results of impedance relationships,we have for the

complementary bow-tie antenna,

29



La = aperture inductance ~ po!./(4fg)

L; . aperture inc!uct.anteper unit slant length (5.13)

= (t_:/L) = Ho/(4 fa) = 2.362 pH/m
a

It is easy enough to see that if the pulse impedance = 50 Q,

the e-fold rise time of the sensor equals the transit time (L/c)

across the sensor, as indicated below

La = aperture inductance = transit time

tr = e-fold rise time into a 50Q cable

La ~ Zc

()‘m=Fm

So if Z. = 50 Q, the band width of the sensor

x pulse impedance

(5,14)

(5.15)

is essentially limited

by the t~ansit time effects [10]. It may also be concluded that this

is an impractical aperture antenna to build because of the small value of 6..

B. Example of Bow-Tie Antenna Using Self-ComplementaryAngle

Mith reference to figures 5.1 and 5,2, we choose the following

parameters.

60 = oh = (IT/4)radians = 45 degrees

‘1 = 2.54 cm

(5.16)

*

30



.

k then compute

m = tan4(60/2) = 0.029 ~K(m) = 1.582

‘1 = l-m = 0.971 =K(ml) = 3.155

f=
9

K(m)/K(ml) = 0.50 (as expected)

Zc = pu?se impedance of the se”lf-complementarybow-tie

=fz go = 0.5ZQ = 188.49Q (5.17)

La = aperture inductance ti transit time x pulse impedance

Lz=
cc = 23 nH

tr = e-fold rise time of this sensor into a 50 Q cable

= so’

= La

= (La/50) = 0.45 ns (or 1 ns fort )
‘1O-9O

ck up at the sensor tervinalstage p.

U1.

31



The above design example is indicated in figure 5.3. For this

example, one may also estimate \he magnitude of the equivalent

length of the aperture ~J , by recalling that it is the same as

the magnitude of the equiv~lent length of a strip (see (3.24)) as,

$
a

and simi”

(5.19)

while noting that the above estimates are approximate.

From the example considered, it is seen that a complementary

bow-tie antenna of practical dimensions can be built to possess

high-speed characteristics. Yet another version of an aperture

antenna suitable for net-surface-current-densitymeasurement is the

elliptical aperture antenna, especially for applicationswhere

accuracy of measurement rather than speed is a primary requirement.

Such an aperture is discussed in the following section.

32
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Figure 5.3 An example of a how-tie antenna using a self-
complementary an~le for which the performance
characteristics are estimated.
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VI. Elliptic Aperture Antenna

In this section, we study an elliptic aperture antenna as it

applies to the measurement of the net current density on a perfectly

conducting surface. Once again Babinet’s principle is useful and

we may initially consider an elliptical disk antenna for the measure-

ment of the displacement current B as indicated in figure 6.1.

The disk is idealized to have zero thickness out of its plane. Two

equivalent circuits [11] for this sensor are indicated in figures 6.2.

The parameters of the equivalent circuit in time domain are given

by

(6.1)

where the equivalent area and height are related via

z . q.
‘qd ‘o eqd

(6,2)

with an assumed free space medium. Detailed calculation and

tabulation of the equivalent area are available [12 and 13] and

a table from [13] is reproduced as table 1 here for the sake of

easy reference. These references have shown that the normalized

equivalent area is given by

H‘eqd
1—=—

nab A K(m) - E(m) (6.3)
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Figure 6.2 Equivalent circuits for the above e~liptic
disk sensor.
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o
TABLE 6.1

NORMALIZED EQUIVALENT AREA OF AN ELLIPTIC DISK

(From [13])

I
A
eqd

b/a
-rrab

I

10-3 137.0980

10-2 20.0328

0.l 3.6945
I

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1 2.4420

1.9890

1.7376

1.5865

1.4836

1.4091

1.3527

1.3087

1.2732
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‘eqd

nab

1.0000

1.0002

1.0112

1.0324

1.0581

1.0864

1.1162

1.1469

1.1782

1.2100

1.2413

1.2732

‘1

10-3

10-2

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0
I



L, *

where m = 1 = (b*/az) and K(m) , E(m) are the complete elliptic

integrals of the first and second kinds.

Having reviewed the elliptic disk, we may use the results

previously derived on the basis of the Babinet principle, to determine

the characteristicquantities for the complementary elliptic aperture.

Let ~eq , ~eq , La represent the equivalent area, the equivalent
a a

length and the inductance of the aperture respectively. We then

have

x ()=Xeq ‘a
eqa a~

with an assumed free space medium, as before.

From the Babinet principle, we have

(%)(&jJ=($-)
or

(51s)=(3=(%)

(6.4)

(6,5)

(6.6)

where Cdi~k is the capacitance of the disk and it has been shown

earlier in (3.21) and (3.24) that the equivalent areas of the disk

and aperture are simply related as

(6.7)

I =1eqa eqd
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A. An Example of a Thin Aperture

If (a/b) = 100 , we have from Table 6,1

A

()

eqd
= 20.0328Tab

and using (6.7)

A

[ )

eqa
— . 20.0328 = 5.0082nab 4

J2 ()‘o A = 5.0082 nab ()
‘o

eqa ‘ ~ eqa ~

Therefore the net current density is derivable from

(iil - ~2) ● ~eq = I~c (t)
a a

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10)

where Isc (t) is measured and Leq is estimated as outlined

above a a

Such an elliptic aperture shown with its equivalent circuits

in figures 6.3 and 6,4 can yield highly accurate measurements of

the net surface current desnity, assuming that the metal is thin and

that the frequency is not too low to permit the magnetic field to

penetrate the metal outside the aperture. However, the bandwidth

is limited by the inductance associated with the geometry of the

output connection (i.e. the wire across the aperture).
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VII. Summary

We have addressed the problem

density on a perfectly conducting

measurement is also possible with

surface, while differencing their

make this measurement simpler and

are discussed in this note.

The first version consists of

whose performance characteristics

of measuring the net surface current

surface using apertures. Such a

sensing loops on either side of the

individual outputs. Apertures

two versions of such an aperture

a complementary bow-tie antenna,

are derivable from its Babinet

complement, the flat conical antenna. Such an aperture is especially

suited in applications where the sensor speed is of concern. Two

cases of the complementary bow-tie antenna are studied. One is the

antenna with its pulse impedance equal to the pick-up coaxial cable

impedance of 50 Q (say). The main feature here is that the bandwidth

of the sensor is governed by the basic limitation of transit time

effects. The other bow-tie antenna studied is a special case with

the half angle of the bow-tie equal to 7T/4radians. A design example

of this special case is presented.

While the complementary bow tie is useful when sensing speed is

a primary requirement, an elliptic aperture antenna as a sensor is

suitable for applications where high degree of accuracy is required.

Such an elliptic aperture sensor is investigated by relating it to

the elliptic disk (or blade) antenna for which detailed calculations

and results are available in the literature.

In concluding this note, it is noted that all of the design

equations required for fabricating such aperture sensors are reported

here. These design considerations should prove useful in future

applications where simple measurement of fast-rising currents or

surface current densities are required.
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